The forall statement is an important language construct in many (data) parallel languages 1], 2], 3], 6], 8], 9]. It gives an indication to the compiler which computations can be performed independently.
a forall statement is deterministic if no de ne-de ne dependence is present between any t wo di erent body-instances of the forall statement.
We use denotational semantics, in which the meaning of a program can be expressed by the composition of the meanings of its parts, to record the concept of the forall statement. The semantics are described by using a di erence and a merge operation on program states 5]. In order to arrive a t a n e cient implementation of the forall statement, we take the following approach. At the start of a forall statement the program state ps is preserved. For the execution of a body-instance a subset ps i of ps is used for the context in which this bodyinstance will be executed. Only the data that is needed in the body-instance is extracted from ps and will be used for ps i . Every time something needs to be read from memory, it is read from ps i . When something needs to be written to memory, it is not only stored in ps i , but the same store action is also performed on ps. In this way, e a c h c hange that is made by a single body-instance is also visible in the global program state, but will not be used by the other body-instances. This is how the nal program state ps 0 arises from the original program state ps, without the need for a merge or a di erence operation.
The construction of ps i is dependent on the information the compiler has about the data that is used in the body-instance. This information can be generated automatically by w ell-known dependence analysis techniques and by hand via pragmas. A pragma is an optional annotation for the compiler that gives additional information about a certain program construct. Pragmas that can be used for a forall statement specify which data should be copied in ps i .
If a forall statement is not annotated by a pragma, then the local program states ps i are created as explained above. If a pragma is present the compiler relies on this information and only copies the given data structures for the accompanying program states ps i . In our opinion, it is more useful to specify for which data structures a dependency exists, than it is to specify those structures for which no dependency exists. The syntax of a pragma for a forall statement is:
<< dependsOn Expression >> which expresses a dependency for the data structure(s) Expression. A n e m p t y list of speci cations (i.e. << >>) means that no data needs to be copied. Of course, it is the responsibility of the programmer to avoid the introduction of non-determinism due to a pragma.
We end this abstract with an example of an optimization that can only be expressed by using the V-nus forall. Consider the following matrix operation: which has no computational di erences in the result. Instead of executing forall statements in sequence, the forall body-instances can now be executed concurrently, y et obeying the j sequence. It is easy to see that no de ne-de ne dependence occurs, which m a k es it a deterministic forall statement. This forall statement is not`valid' in the other parallel languages we refered to in this abstract.
More detailed information regarding the generalized forall concept can be found in our technical report 5] available at:
ftp://ftp.cp.tn.tudelft.nl/pub/cp/publications/1996/CP-96-003.ps.Z
